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Frequency to power conversion by an electron turnstile
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1Pico group, QTF Centre of Excellence, Department of Applied Physics, Aalto University, FI-000 76 Aalto, Finland
2Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, 141700 Dolgoprudny, Russia

Direct frequency to power conversion (FPC), to1

be presented here, links both quantities through2

a known energy, like single-electron transport re-3

lates an operation frequency f to the emitted cur-4

rent I through the electron charge e as I = ef [1–5

6]. FPC is a natural candidate for a power stan-6

dard resorting to the most basic definition of the7

watt, comprising a simple and elegant way to re-8

alize it [7]. In this spirit, single-photon emission9

and detection at known rates have been proposed10

and experimented as radiometric standard [8–11

15]. However, nowadays power standards are12

only traceable to electrical units with no alter-13

native proposals in sight [7, 16–18]. In this let-14

ter, we demonstrate the feasibility of solid-state15

direct FPC using a SINIS (S = superconductor,16

N = normal metal, I = insulator) single-electron17

transistor (SET) accurately injecting N (integer)18

quasiparticles (qps) per cycle to both leads with19

discrete energies close to their superconducting20

gap ∆, even at zero drain-source voltage. Fur-21

thermore, the bias voltage plays an important22

role in the distribution of the power among the23

two leads, allowing for an almost equal injection24

N∆f to the two. We estimate that under appro-25

priate conditions errors can be well below 1%.26

27

The FPC relation can be understood based on a simpli-28

fied picture of a driven NIS junction (Fig. 1a) by looking29

at the qp injection dynamics. The key property here is30

the singularity of the superconducting density of states31

at energies ±∆ as counted from the Fermi level. Dur-32

ing the driving period where the chemical potential of33

N is periodically shifted, an electron tunnels into the34

superconductor with energy ∼ ∆ due to this diverging35

density of states. Later on, the driving provides enough36

energy for an electron to tunnel into the island breaking37

a Cooper pair and leaving an excitation in the supercon-38

ductor, again close to the gap-edge. Thus, two tunnelling39

events per cycle occur; for larger driving amplitudes a40

higher even number 2N of tunnelling events is allowed.41

Within this picture, if a second superconducting lead is42

tunnel coupled to the island, the tunnelling events at43

bias voltage Vb = 0 occur stochastically through either44

junction with probabilities proportional to each junction45

transparency. This whole operation results in total en-46

ergy injection of nearly 2N∆ in each cycle in the absence47

of net current. The case for a biased (Vb 6= 0) SINIS48

SET is depicted in Figure 1b in which the qp injection49

events happen analogously to panel b. The only differ-50

ence is that the bias defines a preferred direction for the51

charge transfer and therefore there will be N tunnelling52

events per junction, i.e., the junction transparency does53

not play a key role anymore. The total energy injected54

is distributed almost equally to both leads but remains55

(nearly) unchanged. Time-averaged, the total injected56

energy current would be given by57

P = 2N∆f, (1)

and would exhibit a structure of plateaus similar to the58

charge current pumped through SINIS turnstiles [3], but59

now even at zero bias voltage. Accuracy of Eq. (1) can60

be tested in the FPC device depicted in Fig. 1c (see61

Supplementary Section S1 for its characterization).62

This device constitutes a turnstile for single electrons63

(see Supplementary Figure S1) when the island (light red64

short structure in Figure 1c) is periodically driven at fre-65

quency f with a radio-frequency (rf) signal applied to a66

capacitively coupled gate electrode. At proper source-67

drain biases and driving amplitudes, an average charge68

current I = Nef is obtained. This current is transported69

by Nf qps injected per second to both tunnel-contacted70

leads (light blue short structure in Fig. 1c), respectively.71

The qps transport energy approximately without losses72

across the narrow leads [19, 20] to directly interfaced73

normal-metal traps (light red long structures). These74

structures act as bolometers for measuring quantitatively75

the heat generated by the qp injection, accounting com-76

pletely for the power [21]. This heat can be determined77

within the conventional normal-metal electron-phonon78

interaction model [22] as P = ΣV
(

T 5
e − T 5

b

)

. Here Σ79

is the electron-phonon coupling constant of the mate-80

rial, V the trap volume, Te its electron temperature and81

Tb the phonon bath temperature which usually can be82

taken as the cryostat temperature [23]. The bolometer83

is calibrated in-situ. See Supplementary Section S2 for84

details on the calibration of this detector. Te is in turn85

obtained by current-biasing the superconducting tunnel86

probes (vertical blue structures in Fig. 1c) contacted to87

the trap and measuring the corresponding voltage drop88

(see Supplementary Section S3 for the temperature cal-89

ibration of these thermometers). The measured power90

can be compared to the expected FPC outcome.91

The main result of this work is shown in Fig. 292

where the total injected power PT (to the left PL plus93

to the right lead PR) measured with the bolometers is94

shown. This was measured with a gate signal Vg =95
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FIG. 1. Single-electron turnstile for FPC. (a) Sketch illustrating the operation at zero bias exemplified in a hybrid single-
electron box. The chemical potential of the N electrode (left) is varied periodically. First, an electron (yellow dot) has enough
energy to be injected into the S lead (right) at the gap edge from the island as an excitation. Later, the driving enables an
electron to tunnel from the lead to the island while the previously injected excitation diffuses. Once this electron tunnels to
the island, it leaves one excited state close to the gap edge in the lead. Total energy of 2∆ is injected into the lead per cycle. In
the case of a turnstile at zero bias, the operation is the same as here, but the tunnelling events occur stochastically through the
two contacts. (b) Sketch illustrating the non-zero bias behaviour in FPC. As opposed to the zero bias case, the excitations are
created in both leads, giving again a total injected energy of 2∆ per cycle distributed equally to the two leads. (c) Experimental
setup for measuring the injected power in the turnstile operation together with a coloured scanning electron micrograph. Light
red refers to normal-metal and blue to superconductor. Scale bar is 1µm.
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FIG. 2. Power injection at zero bias. Total injected power at f = 80MHz and Vb = 0 measured at Tb = 130mK as a
function of the gate offset V0g spanning several periods. The power is ideally given by P = 2N∆f with N an integer. Here the
gate amplitude Ag range is such that four pumping plateaus become visible. It is evident that the injected power follows the
diamond pattern, here even in the absence of average current through the device.

V0g + Ag sin (2πft) at f = 80MHz and Vb = 0, hence96

no net charge (particle) current flows through the SET.97

Here, the DC gate voltage is swept over various gate peri-98

ods revealing the e-periodic nature of the injected energy.99

Simultaneously, the signal amplitude is varied so that the100

gate-induced charge spans several charge stability regions101

in the Coulomb diamonds of the SET. The measured in-102

jected power exhibits plateaus of (approximately) con-103

stant value against V0g and Ag, following closely Eq. (1)104

confirming the dynamics described in Figs. 1a and 1b.105

Therefore, we can assert that excitations are being in-106

jected close to the superconductor gap edge. The sim-107

ilarity of the plateaux pattern with that of Figure 2a108

in Ref. 3 is evident and shows parallelism between the109

frequency to current conversion of single-electron trans-110

port and our proposal of frequency to power conversion,111
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FIG. 3. Power injection at zero bias. (a) Power injected to the two leads in the absence of average current (Vb = 0) and
at offset equivalent to ng = 0.5, showing that a power ∼ 2∆f for different driving frequencies is generated in the first plateau.
Solid lines are calculated and data measured at Tb = 117mK, colors correspond to the legend of panel (h). (b) Close-up of
panel (a) to the first power plateau, showing how the calculated curves follow the trend of the data. (c) Power injected into
the right lead and (d) into the left lead. (e) Simulation of instantaneous total injected power (red line) and current (blue line)
as a function of the chemical potential difference for a jump into the island. The inset shows how this energy evolves within
one sinusoidal driving cycle with a gate amplitude above the onset of the first plateau. Here, the measured device parameters
are used and f = 5MHz, TL

S = TR
S = TN = 10mK. (f) Total injected power plateaus calculated for a turnstile with more

optimized, but realistic, parameters (see the text) and with triangular gate driving. (g) Measured ratio between the injected
power in the right and left leads as a function of the gate offset and amplitude, here the data are the same as in Fig. 2. Notice
that this ratio is insensitive to the varied parameters and equal to the inverse of the normal-state junction resistance ratio.
(h) Ratio between the injected power in the right and left leads at several driving frequencies and gate amplitudes, data from
panels (c) and (d).

the latter being possible at wider bias ranges including112

Vb = 0.113

Further measurements of the power production at zero114

bias are shown in Fig. 3. Panel 3a shows the total in-115

jected power with V0g at gate open position for a wide116

range of driving frequencies and confirms the results of117

Fig. 2 at different injected powers. The transmission of118

the rf gate voltage depends on frequency giving different119

Ag dependences of the otherwise similar power (and cur-120

rent) curves for different frequencies. Panel b shows that121

the total generated energy is close to ideal FPC. Calcula-122

tions (solid lines) of the generated power resulting from123

a Markovian model (used also for DC characterization,124

See Supplementary Section S4) can reproduce the gate125

amplitude and frequency dependencies. Panels c and d126

exhibit the individual contributions to the power in the127

left and right lead, respectively. Notice that the two are128

not equal as explained above.129

More insight into the dynamics of the zero bias opera-130

tion is gained by simulating the instantaneous behaviour131

of the device. Figure 3e shows the calculated total in-132

jected power (red curve) and the current through one133

junction (blue curve) as function of the energy change of134

an electron tunnelling into the island ε = 2Ec (0.5− ng).135

Here Ec is the system charging energy and ng = CgVg/e136

is the normalized island excess charge induced by the137

gate voltage. A driving signal with offset equivalent to138

ng = 0.5, as used for most of the measurements at Vb = 0,139
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and period τ induces the evolution in ε shown in the in-140

set of Figure 3e for a driving amplitude at the start of141

the first plateau. It is clear that only electrons within a142

narrow energy band around ∆ tunnel in and out of the143

island through the same junction, cancelling current and144

injecting an energy ∆ per event as postulated. Naturally,145

the tunnelling events can happen through any junction.146

How often a given junction is involved depends on the147

relative transparencies to be explained below.148

Although the measured total injected powers shown in149

Figs. 2 and 3a are not exactly 2∆ in the first plateau,150

we show in Fig. 3f that a system with proper Ec, to-151

tal normal-state junction resistance RT and Dynes pa-152

rameter [24] η can inject a power closer to this value.153

In this panel the total injected power for a device with154

Ec = ∆ = 200µeV, RT = 200 kΩ and η = 10−6 was155

calculated solving the same Markovian model used so156

far with low but achievable temperatures (TL
S = TR

S =157

150mK, TN = 10mK, for left and right lead and island,158

respectively). From there it is possible to see that when159

the driving is slow enough (f = 1MHz) the accuracy of160

the injected power is within 0.20% and 0.65% in the first161

plateau and between 1.27% and 3.8% for f = 80MHz.162

Therefore it is possible, in principle, to achieve a power163

injection of 2∆ with small deviations given that η is suffi-164

ciently small and temperatures are low. Under these con-165

ditions the ultimate limitation of accuracy would then be166

determined by the capability of measuring small powers167

bolometrically: at 1MHz the power is 0.3 fW which ex-168

ceeds the noise level in a standard setup by two orders169

of magnitude [25]. Additionally, we have verified that170

injection errors scale as
(

Ece
2RTf/∆

2
)2/3

, thus higher171

power emission with smaller inaccuracy is possible for172

more transparent junctions. Yet in this argument we173

ignore the influence of Andreev tunnelling power injec-174

tion [26].175

How the power is distributed to the two leads can be176

easily understood within the Markovian model (see de-177

tails in Supplementary Section S5). The absence of a178

preferred direction of flow (i.e., the bias voltage) together179

with assuming the same qp temperature for both leads180

yield181

PR

PL
=

RL

RR
. (2)

Where RL(R) is the normal-state left (right) junction re-182

sistance. For the present device, we determined by the183

DC characterization RL/RR = 0.65. The ratios shown in184

Figs. 3g (calculated from data of Fig. 2) and 3h (from185

data in Figs. 3c and 3d) match this value, validating186

Eq. (2). Thus, the power is distributed according to the187

ratio of junction transparencies. Notice the insensitivity188

of this quantity to gate parameters or temperature.189

Next, we turn to the case Vb 6= 0. Figure 4 shows two190

paradigmatic cases in panels a and b (see Supplementary191

Section S6 for additional data). In the former, the driv-192

ing is slow enough to enable fully synchronized tunnelling193

in the direction of bias, avoiding back-tunnelling (i.e.,194

tunnelling against the bias). In the latter, the driving195

frequency is fast such that forward tunnelling is compro-196

mised and back-tunnelling may take place instead. As a197

result, the pumped current drops toward the end of the198

plateau.199

In Fig. 4a driving at f = 20MHz and Vb = 240µV200

was applied, avoiding the back-tunnelling. An accurate201

single-electron current (purple dots) is emitted whose be-202

haviour is well described by our simulations (solid black203

line, see inset). Similarly to the zero bias case, Eq. (1) is204

closely followed (see green and cyan dots for left and right205

leads, respectively), however now the main difference lies206

in how the injected energy is distributed between the207

leads. The bias, and consequently a preferred direction208

of tunnelling enable an almost equal share in the power209

injection to both leads, following the dynamics described210

in Fig. 1b. Both experiment and simulations show that211

now the distribution of the power has been inverted with212

respect to the zero bias case, i.e. PR & PL. This can213

be explained by arguing that more energy needs to be214

provided for tunnelling through the more resistive junc-215

tion, which is bound to happen under the present con-216

ditions before a back-tunnelling event can occur through217

the more transparent junction. In terms of Fig. 3e the218

power peaks move to |ε| & ∆.219

On the other hand, data in Fig. 4b were measured220

with f = 60MHz and Vb = 160µV. Towards high gate221

amplitudes a small current opposed to the bias flows; this222

behaviour is also well caught by our simulations. The ra-223

tio PR/PL inverts with respect to the zero bias case for224

gate amplitudes close to the current onset (see the inset);225

this behaviour is as in panel a. When higher gate am-226

plitudes provide enough energy to activate tunnelling op-227

posed to the biased direction, this ratio inverts again and228

now the situation is analogous to the zero bias case al-229

though a preferred direction with non-vanishing net cur-230

rent is present in this regime. The dynamics of Fig. 1b231

do not hold anymore and two tunnelling events can occur232

through the same junction within one cycle. Naturally,233

this process is bound to happen more likely through the234

more transparent junction, therefore PL exceeds PR as235

is clear from the figure. It is also evident that, as the236

current approaches zero due to back-tunnelling processes237

the power ratio decreases. Still, PR/PL ≥ RL/RR, as238

shown in PR/PL from Figure 4c, where ratios for pow-239

ers measured at different frequencies at the plateau are240

presented as function of the applied bias. The ratio col-241

lapses to a single value for all frequencies at Vb = 0, as242

expected. Cartoons in Fig. 4c exemplify the processes in243

the two presented regimes: when the voltage bias tends244

to zero the two tunnelling events are uncorrelated as to245

in which junction they occur. Conversely, at high biases246

these tunnelling events occur unidirectionally, one per247
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FIG. 4. Power injection at non-zero bias. Data measured at Tb = 117mK (a) Charge current (purple filled circles)
and injected power to the left (green circles) and right (cyan circles) traps at Vb = 240µV and f = 20MHz against the
gate amplitude. Black lines are simulations of charge current (solid), power injected into the left (dotted) and right (dash-
dotted) leads, from the Markovian model. In this situation, the power is almost equally distributed to both leads. (b) As
in (a) but for Vb = 160µV and f = 60MHz, here the driving rate is comparable to the tunnelling rates. As a consequence
the current and power injected to the right lead plateaus bend down and therefore the less transparent junction transmits
less power. (c) Measured (dots) and calculated (solid lines) injected power ratios on the first plateau for driving frequencies
f = 30, 60, 80, 160MHz in blue, red, yellow and purple, respectively, as function of the bias. Two observations can be made,
the ratio approaches 1 (i.e., one tunnelling event occurs per junction unidirectionally, see the cartoons) as the absolute value
of bias increases (i.e., tunnelling rates increase) and it converges to RL/RR at Vb = 0 for all the frequencies. (d) As in (c) but
for the total heat injected. The heat deviates from the value P = 2∆f when the driving frequency becomes comparable to the
tunnelling rates.

junction. This is also shown in Supplementary Figure S7.248

For f = 30MHz (blue dots), i.e., a driving slow enough to249

avoid back-tunnelling, relatively low biases give already250

PR/PL ≈ 1, as expected. For higher frequencies, higher251

biases are needed to drive the ratio closer to 1 (compare252

Supplementary Figs. S4–S6) since ε changes at a rate253

comparable to the tunnelling rates at low biases giving254

rise to back-tunnelling. This fast change of ε compared255

to the tunnelling rates enables electrons with a wider dis-256

tribution of energies to tunnel, resulting in broader peaks257

than those shown in Figure 3e, see Supplementary Figure258

S8. This gives as a result the pattern of Figure 4d: for259

higher frequencies excitations with energies progressively260

higher than ∆ are injected into the leads. In general,261

lower frequencies will give a more bias insensitive power262

injection. This behaviour is accurately captured by a263

Markovian model as seen from the solid lines in Figs. 4c264

and 4d.265

As to further realizations and applications, FPC could266

also be realized by replacing the superconducting leads267

with quantum dots having a δ-like singular density of268

states around tunable energy levels [27]. This tunability269

gives the possibility to modify at will the injected en-270

ergy and might allow for increasing the conversion yield.271

Furthermore, the narrow highly peaked density of states272

around the energy level enhances the selectivity of the273

tunnelling events increasing the accuracy of the injected274

power. Importantly, the precision of the injection rate is275

ensured by the dot detuning from the Fermi level and the276

island finite charging energy. In addition to the present277

demonstration, FPC might find applications in nanoscale278

thermodynamics as a heat pump with no net particle279

flow [28–31] as well as enabling a careful study of the280

dynamics of superconducting excitations because of the281

high injection control in our realization, unlike in recent282

injection demonstrations [32].283

In summary, we have shown that a periodically driven284

NIS junction can be used as a synchronized power injec-285

tor even in the absence of current. This is due to the286

singularity of the density of states in the superconduct-287

ing lead which enables a high electron energy selectivity.288

This energy is then measured by a normal metal bolome-289

ter trapping the excitations. This, added to the possibil-290

ity of injecting qps at a precisely known rate determined291

by the driving frequency, allows us to assert that a total292

power of 2N∆f is generated. The highly controlled in-293

jection allows one to measure a power as a known energy294

(2N∆) released at a given repetition rate (f) providing295

a natural realization of the unit of power. This rationale296

is completely in line with the ampere mise en practique297

based on single-electron transport [7]. Our implementa-298

tion has the advantage of being a real “on-demand” pre-299

cise energy source, unlike single-photon sources where300

emission efficiencies go up to 50% [15]. The supercon-301

ducting gap can be accurately measured by standard302

tunnel spectroscopy or by determining the critical tem-303

perature. Further steps of optimization, for instance in304

driving waveforms, are needed to achieve higher accu-305
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racy in power transfer. Although lower injection rates306

allow for more accurate conversion the detection method307

sets a low bound for the power generation. Most im-308

portantly, suitable device parameters and environmental309

conditions set lower errors in power emission. Further-310

more, we demonstrated that the injection of qps follows a311

stochastic Markovian model favouring injection through312

the more transparent junction when the device is unbi-313

ased. When properly biased, the same amount of power314

is distributed evenly to the two leads.315

METHODS316

Fabrication317

The samples were fabricated on 4-inch silicon sub-318

strates covered by 300 nm thermal silicon oxide. Masks319

were defined using electron beam lithography (EBL, Vis-320

tec EBPG500+ operating at 100 kV) and metallic lay-321

ers deposited using multi-angle shadow evaporation in322

an electron-beam evaporator. Directly on top of the sub-323

strate, ground planes and gate electrodes were formed324

by deposition of a 2 nm titanium adhesion layer, 30 nm325

gold, and a further 2 nm Ti protection layer over a mask326

defined in a single layer positive resist (Allresist AR-P327

6200). This initial deposition is covered, after lift-off, by328

a 50 nm insulating Al2O3 layer grown by atomic layer de-329

position(ALD). On top of this layer, a second EBL and330

metal evaporation process (2 nm Ti followed by 30 nm331

AuPd) is carried out to shape bonding pads and coarse332

electrodes connecting to the transistor leads and two tun-333

nel probes, the rest of the bonding pads and electrodes334

are patterned in the third and final step. After a sec-335

ond lift-off process, NIS transistor and probe junctions,336

clean NS contacts and remaining bonding pads and elec-337

trodes are formed by EBL patterning on a Ge-based hard338

mask process [4]. The mask is composed of a ∼ 400 nm339

P(MMA-MMA) copolymer layer, covered by 22 nm Ge340

also deposited by e-gun evaporation and a thin (approx-341

imately 50 nm) layer of PMMA on top. After cleaving342

the wafer into smaller chips (typically 1 cm × 1 cm), the343

pattern defined on the PMMA resist is transferred to the344

Ge layer by reactive ion etching (RIE) with CF4. Next,345

an undercut profile is created in the copolymer layer by346

oxygen plasma in the same RIE. Creation of tunnel junc-347

tions is done first by evaporating a 30 nm layer of Al at a348

substrate tilt angle of −61.1◦, resulting in a film that de-349

fines the finger-like superconducting probes. Right after350

deposition, this layer is oxidized in-situ in the evaporator351

(static oxidation with typically 1.8mbar for 1.5 minutes).352

A subsequent deposition of 30 nm Cu at approximately353

39.1◦ tilt forms the normal-metal bolometers. Next, a354

second 30 nm layer of Al is evaporated at a tilt angle355

of −32.5◦ defining the transistor leads and the NS clean356

contacts. After a second oxidation (nominally 1.7mbar357

O2 for one minute), a final 40 nm Cu film was deposited358

at normal incidence forming the N island of the SINIS359

transistor. After a final conventional lift-off step, a chip360

with an array of 3× 3 devices is cleaved to fit a custom-361

made chip carrier and electrically connected to it by Al362

wire bonds for measurements.363

Measurements364

A custom-made plastic dilution refrigerator with base365

temperature of about 100mK was used to carry out mea-366

surements. DC signals were applied through conven-367

tional cryogenic signal lines (resistive twisted pairs be-368

tween room temperature and the 1K flange, followed by369

at least 1m Thermocoax cable as a microwave filter to370

the base temperature) connecting the bonded chip to a371

room temperature breakout box. Driving signals were372

transported to the gate by rf lines consisting of stain-373

less steel coaxial cable down to 4.2K, a 20 dB attenua-374

tor in the liquid helium bath, followed by a feedthrough375

into the inner vacuum can of the cryostat. Inside the376

cryostat, the rf signal is carried by a continuous su-377

perconducting NbTi coaxial cable from the 1K stage378

down to the sample carrier. At room temperature, an379

additional 40 dB attenuation is applied to the signal.380

Signals were realized by programmable voltage sources381

and function generators. Voltage and current amplifica-382

tion was achieved by room temperature low-noise ampli-383

fier (FEMTO Messtechnik GmbH, model DLPVA-100-384

F-D) and transimpedance amplifier (FEMTO Messtech-385

nik GmbH, model DDPCA-300), respectively. The bath386

temperature is controlled by applying voltage to a heat-387

ing resistor attached to the sample holder. The curves of388

the pumped current were typically repeated at least 10389

times and averaged accordingly, neglecting those repeti-390

tions during which a random offset charge jump had oc-391

curred. Current amplifier offset was subtracted by com-392

paring the pumping curves with their counterparts mea-393

sured under source-drain bias of opposite polarity. The394

voltage drop curves across both bolometers were also re-395

peated 15 times and averaged the same way as the cur-396

rent. After calibrating the bolometers’ response against a397

previously calibrated ruthenium oxide thermometer (Sci-398

entific Instruments, Inc., model RO-600) attached to the399

cryostat sample carrier holder, the electronic tempera-400

ture of the normal-metal trap is obtained by a linear fit401

to the response (see Supplementary Figure S3). Voltage402

amplifier offset is adjusted by comparing the response of403

the bolometer at equilibrium with its calibration curve404

and subtracting the difference.405
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System modelling406

The theoretical curves were obtained by calculating the407

current and power arising from the solution of a Marko-408

vian classical master equation on the island excess charge409

n410

d

dt
p (n, t) =

∑

n 6=n′

γn′np (n
′, t)− γnn′p (n, t) . (3)

Here p (n, t) is the probability of the island to have n411

excess charges at time t and γnn′ is the total transition412

rate from the state n to n′ which is directly related to the413

tunnelling rates through a NIS interface. The equation414

is solved in the steady state (dp (n, t) /dt = 0) for the DC415

regime and with periodic conditions (p (n, 0) = p (n, τ),416

with τ = 1/f) for the turnstile operation. The current417

through the left junction (L) is related to the occupation418

probabilities through419

IL = e
∑

n

p (n)
(

ΓL
n→n+1 − ΓL

n→n−1

)

+ 2e
∑

n

p (n)
(

ΓL
n→n+2 − ΓL

n→n−2

)

,
(4)

where ΓL
n→n±1 denotes the single-electron elemental pro-420

cess rates and ΓL
n→n±2 second order Andreev process421

rates. The current can be averaged along one cycle as422

〈IL〉 = 1/τ
∫ τ

0
dtIL.423

The power injected to the transistor leads by station-424

ary elementary events Q̇
R/L,S
n→n±1 gives the average injected425

power during one driving cycle as426

〈

PR/L

〉

=
1

τ

∫ τ

0

dt
∑

n

p (n)
(

Q̇
R/L,S
n→n+1 + Q̇

R/L,S
n→n−1

)

. (5)

In contrast to the current, the individual elementary tun-427

nelling events contribute always additively to the power.428

For the DC case and for calculating the instantaneous429

power the integral is omitted. For obtaining accurate430

results comparable to experiments and because of the431

stiffness of the time periodic problem, an alternative nu-432

merical solution to Eq. (3) based on propagation of the433

probability was carried out (see Supplementary Section434

S4). For further understanding of the instantaneous be-435

havior of the quantities, Eq. (3) was also solved at dis-436

crete cycle intervals using a variable order method.437
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